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DRIVER-OPTIMIZED TECHNOLOGY
All heavy-duty Kenworth 2.1 meter cabs now feature the industry-first 15-inch Digital 
Display, designed to elevate the driving experience like never before - offering safer, 
more intuitive control and a full range of productivity features.

Shown with Next Gen Smartwheel® and Kenworth’s exclusive 
Diamond VIT interior with a black dash, wood grain trim, 
and Madrona accent color on door pad, seats, and sleeper.  
Kenworth’s innovative Smartwheel has been updated for 
digital display feature control – placing all important vehicle 
performance information readily at hand with tactile, eyes-on-
the-road functionality.
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Note: Equipment and specifications 
shown in this brochure are subject to 
change without notice. Consult with your 
Kenworth dealer at time of ordering for 
standard and optional equipment.

Maximized View
The 15-inch high-definition digital display contains 
everything a driver needs to monitor critical vehicle 
performance - This is an expanded view of the 
standard gauge layout straight from the factory. A 
Favorites View allows you to configure the screen for 
as much or as little content as desired.

Minimized View
In Minimized View, all gauges are removed except for 
speedometer and tachometer providing the ultimate 
“Dark Cockpit” experience and minimum distraction.  
Warnings and faults present themselves if any issues 
arise. The hood and horizon headway display can be 
toggled off for a further darkened view.

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems 
Incorporation
Automated Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) such 
as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Collision Mitigation, 
and Lane Departure are also incorporated.  Following 
distance can be adjusted and alerts are displayed with 
a combination of sound and clear visuals.

PTO Mode
If the truck is equipped with a Power Take Off (PTO), 
the Tachometer changes when the PTO is active to 
display a green PTO icon, RPMs and pre-set conditions 
if the truck is configured for those.

Body Builder Tell-tales
Telltales can be customized to match functions and/
or added and edited to be displayed on the display.  
Examples include: Dump Box, Tarp Control, Tail Gate, 
Power On/Off, Vacuum On, Outrigger Down, Boom 
Stored, Conveyor Active, and many others.


